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ABSTRACT

Measured normal force increments due to a jet flap issuing perpendicularly from a flat plate wing are presented. Interaction effects caused a magnification of the jet force by a factor of 2.4 to 2.8, when the wing had a turbulent boundary layer. For a laminar boundary layer the jet force magnification ratio varied from 2.5 for the strongest jet tested, to 3.6 for a jet approximately one-tenth as strong. A three-fold change in slot width had very little effect on the interaction.

The experimental results are compared with calculations based on a two-dimensional theory which makes use of empirical separation and base pressure data. The calculated interaction forces are larger than those obtained experimentally, but many of the trends are similar. The interaction is predicted to become increasingly more favorable as Mach number increases. At hypersonic speeds it is indicated that a jet flap wing may be competitive in lifting efficiency with a conventional wing at angle of attack, if operation at large lift coefficients is required.
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INTRODUCTION

A jet issuing from a spanwise slot near the trailing edge of a wing and inclined downward from the chord plane can produce, at subsonic speeds, increases in lift many times larger than the jet momentum force. Such a jet flap can also give substantial lift augmentation at supersonic speeds, as shown by the results of Refs. 1-4, for example.

The tests of Refs. 1 and 2 have shown that the interaction between the jet flap and the main supersonic flow resulted in a total normal force due to the jet which was approximately 2.5 times as large as the direct jet momentum force, for free stream Mach numbers between about 1.5 and 2.5. More recent results at Mach number 6.0 (Ref. 4), tend to confirm this level of interaction, with the important exception that for jets from very narrow slots total forces as high as 10 times the jet momentum force are indicated. The present investigation was undertaken in order to obtain more information about this narrow-jet effect and its possible application to finite-span wings.

The investigation consisted of normal force tests of a tapered jet flap issuing from a slot of variable width, together with a theoretical analysis of two-dimensional jet flap interaction. For the tests a triangular slot planform was chosen, tapering to zero width near each wingtip, in order to minimize tip spillage of the high pressure air in the separation region ahead of the jet. With this arrangement it was hoped to obtain, on a finite-span wing, interaction forces approaching those of a two-dimensional configuration.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

**Flow Model.**—The flow past a two-dimensional jet issuing perpendicularly from a flat surface into a supersonic stream can be idealized according to the model sketched in Fig. 1. The jet issuing from the slot obstructs the flow along the surface causing the boundary layer to separate some distance upstream of the slot. The jet therefore has a region of constant pressure $p_2$ upstream of it, and another region of constant (lower) pressure $p_0$ downstream of it. Under the influence of this constant pressure difference the jet curves down-stream. It is assumed that the jet comes to an equilibrium with the pressure difference after traveling a short distance from the jet exit, and from then on its radius of curvature $R$ is a constant until the flow intersection point is reached.

With this flow model, the interaction force per unit span caused by the jet flap is merely the pressure difference $p_2-p_1$ times the distance $S$ between the slot and the separation point. This distance is approximately

$$S = R \left( \frac{\cos \beta}{\sin \delta} - 1 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The jet interaction force is then

$$N_I = (p_2-p_1)R \left( \frac{\cos \beta}{\sin \delta} - 1 \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Before this expression can be evaluated, other relations among the variables must be found. In the following section the jet radius of curvature $R$ will be examined.
Jet Curvature.—Consider a two-dimensional inviscid jet of constant width \( w' \) following a circular path under the influence of the transverse pressure difference \( p_a - p_b \). The radial increase in pressure on a fluid element \( \rho (rd\theta) (dr) \) must be just sufficient to balance the centrifugal force. Thus

\[
(r d\theta) dp = \frac{\rho (rd\theta) (dr) V^2}{r}
\]

where \( r \) and \( \theta \) are polar coordinates of the fluid element. For isentropic flow of a perfect gas this equation becomes

\[
\frac{dr}{r} = \frac{(\gamma - 1) d(p/p_{oj})}{2 \gamma (p/p_{oj}) \left[ \left( \frac{p}{p_{oj}} \right)^{(\gamma - 1)/\gamma} - 1 \right]}
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the specific heat ratio of the jet gas. Upon integration there results

\[
r = R \sqrt{\frac{1 - (p_a/p_{oj})^{(\gamma - 1)/\gamma}}{1 - (p/p_{oj})^{(\gamma - 1)/\gamma}}}
\]

This result will be used to obtain a relation between the jet radius of curvature \( R \) (see Fig. 1) and the mass flow.

The mass flow per unit span is

\[
\dot{m} = \int_{R-w'}^{R} \rho V dr = \rho_o a_o \int_{R-w'}^{R} \frac{\rho}{\rho_o} \frac{a}{a_o} M dr
\]

With the assumption of isentropic flow, and using Eqs. (3) and (4), this becomes,

\[
\dot{m} = \rho_o a_o R \sqrt{\frac{(\gamma - 1)/2}{\gamma}} \sqrt{\frac{1 - (p_a/p_{oj})^{(\gamma - 1)/\gamma}}{1 - (p/p_{oj})^{(\gamma - 1)/\gamma}}} \int_{p_b/p_{oj}}^{p_a/p_{oj}} \frac{d(p/p_{oj})}{1 - (p/p_{oj})^{(\gamma - 1)/\gamma}}
\]
where \( p_o \) and \( a_o \) are the stagnation density and speed of sound of the jet gas.

The integrand is of the form

\[
(1-x(\gamma-1)/\gamma)^{-1} = 1 + x(\gamma-1)/\gamma + x^2(\gamma-1)/\gamma^2 + x^3(\gamma-1)/\gamma^3 + \ldots.
\]

Integration of the mass flow equation therefore yields an infinite series. If the radical \( \sqrt{1-(p_e/p_o)(\gamma-1)/\gamma} \) is expanded and combined with this series, the mass flow equation becomes

\[
R = \frac{m_a_o \sqrt{2/(\gamma-1)}}{p_e \left[ 1 - \frac{p_b}{p_e} + A \left( \frac{p_e}{p_o} \right)^{\gamma-1}/\gamma + B \left( \frac{p_e}{p_o} \right)^{2(\gamma-1)/\gamma} + C \left( \frac{p_e}{p_o} \right)^{3(\gamma-1)/\gamma} + \ldots \right]} \tag{5}
\]

where

\[
A = \frac{\gamma}{2\gamma-1} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)^{\gamma-1}/\gamma \right] - \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)
\]

\[
B = \frac{\gamma}{3\gamma-2} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)^{4\gamma-3/\gamma} \right] - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\gamma}{2\gamma-1} \right) \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)^{\gamma-1}/\gamma \right] - \frac{1}{8} \left( 1 - \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)
\]

\[
C = \frac{\gamma}{4\gamma-3} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)^{4\gamma-3/\gamma} \right] - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\gamma}{3\gamma-2} \right) \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)^{\gamma-2/\gamma} \right]
\]

\[
- \frac{1}{8} \left( \frac{\gamma}{2\gamma-1} \right) \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)^{2\gamma-3/\gamma} \right] - \frac{1}{16} \left( 1 - \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)
\]

\[
D = \frac{\gamma}{5\gamma-4} \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)^{5\gamma-4/\gamma} \right] - \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\gamma}{4\gamma-3} \right) \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)^{4\gamma-3/\gamma} \right] - \frac{1}{8} \left( \frac{\gamma}{3\gamma-2} \right) \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{p_b}{p_e} \right)^{3\gamma-2/\gamma} \right]
\]

The infinite series in the denominator of Eq. (5) converges rapidly so that
only a few terms need be used. Values of the coefficients for typical values of $\gamma$ and $p_b/p_2$ are listed below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$p_b/p_2$</th>
<th>$A$</th>
<th>$B$</th>
<th>$C$</th>
<th>$D$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.2778</td>
<td>.1225</td>
<td>.0606</td>
<td>.0302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.2875</td>
<td>.1380</td>
<td>.0729</td>
<td>.0392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>.3571</td>
<td>.1964</td>
<td>.1220</td>
<td>.0803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.3487</td>
<td>.2033</td>
<td>.1318</td>
<td>.0899</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interaction force is obtained by substituting (5) into (2)

$$N_I = \frac{m a_0}{\sqrt{2/(\gamma-1)}} \left(1 - \frac{p_b}{p_2}\right) \left(\frac{\cos \beta}{\sin \delta} - 1\right)$$

(6)

$$1 - \frac{p_b}{p_2} + A \left(\frac{p_2}{P_0}\right)^{\gamma-1} \gamma + B \left(\frac{p_2}{P_0}\right)^2 (\gamma-1)/\gamma + \ldots$$

The quantities $1 - p_1/p_2$, $\cos \beta$, and $\sin \delta$ depend on the boundary layer separation and intersection characteristics. The determination of these quantities will be treated later for both laminar and turbulent boundary layers, but first some general formulas for specific impulse will be obtained.

Specific Impulse.—The specific impulse of the total force due to the jet is

$$I_s = \frac{N_A}{m} = \frac{N_{vac}}{m} + \frac{N_T}{m} - \frac{p_1}{m} w$$

(7)

where $N_{vac}$ is the force of the jet exhausting into a vacuum, and $w$ is the exit width of the jet slot. The first term on the right of Eq. (7) is the vacuum specific impulse which may be written

$$I_{s, vac} = \frac{N_{vac}}{m} = \frac{2}{\gamma} \sqrt{\frac{\gamma+1}{2}} G a_0$$

(8)
where $G$ is a complicated function of the jet gas specific heat ratio and the nozzle geometry. The value of $G$ ranges from unity for a sonic nozzle to $\gamma/\sqrt{\gamma^2 - 1}$ for an ideal nozzle with exit Mach number of infinity.

The last term in (7) can be rewritten using the equation

$$\dot{m} = \rho_0 a_0 w^* [2/(\gamma+1)] \left(\gamma+1\right)/2(\gamma-1)$$

(9)

$$\frac{P_1 w}{\dot{m}} = \frac{P_1}{P_{0j}} \frac{w}{w^*} \frac{a_0}{\gamma} \left(\gamma+1\right)/2(\gamma-1)$$

(10)

By substitution of Eqs. (6), (8), and (10) into Eq. (7), the specific impulse equation becomes

$$I_s = \frac{2}{\gamma} \sqrt{\frac{\gamma+1}{2}} G \frac{a_0}{\rho_0} - \frac{P_1}{P_{0j}} \frac{w}{w^*} \frac{a_0}{\gamma} \left(\gamma+1\right)/2(\gamma-1)$$

$$+ \frac{a_0 \sqrt{2/(\gamma-1)} \left(1 - P_1/P_2\right) \left(\cos \beta \over \sin \delta - 1\right)}{1 - \frac{P_b}{P_2} A \left(\frac{P_2}{P_{0j}}\right)^{\gamma-1}/\gamma + B \left(\frac{P_2}{P_{0j}}\right)^{2(\gamma-1)/\gamma} + \ldots}$$

(11)

The ratio of the specific impulse of the jet to that in a vacuum is

$$\frac{I_s}{I_{s,\text{vac}}} = 1 - \frac{P_1}{P_{0j}} \frac{w}{w^*} \frac{1}{2G} \left(\gamma+1\right)/2(\gamma-1)$$

$$+ \frac{\gamma}{\sqrt{\gamma^2 - 1}} \left[1 - \frac{P_b}{P_2} + A \left(\frac{P_2}{P_{0j}}\right)^{\gamma-1}/\gamma + B \left(\frac{P_2}{P_{0j}}\right)^{2(\gamma-1)/\gamma} + \ldots\right]$$

(12)

This specific impulse ratio may also be thought of as a magnification factor, representing the normal force increment due to the jet (including interaction effects) as a multiple of the normal force of a jet of the same gas discharg-
ing into vacuum thru a geometrically similar nozzle at the same mass flow rate.

Further evaluation of the interaction force or magnification factor requires consideration of the boundary layer separation and intersection characteristics. These characteristics are treated separately for laminar and turbulent boundary layers in the next sections.

**Laminar Boundary Layer.**—Separation of a laminar boundary layer is a function of both Reynolds number and Mach number as given by the semi-empirical equation (Ref. 5).

\[
\frac{p_2}{p_1} = 1 + 1.27 \sqrt[4]{\frac{M_1^3}{\sqrt{\text{Re}_L}}} = 1 + 1.27 \left(\frac{L}{l-S}\right)^{1/4} \sqrt[4]{\frac{M_1^3}{\sqrt{\text{Re}_L}}}
\]

where \(\text{Re}_L\) is the Reynolds number based on distance from the leading edge to the slot and flow conditions at \(M_1\). This equation can be rearranged to give

\[
\frac{S}{L} = 1 - \frac{2.60}{(p_2/p_1-1)^4} \left(\frac{M_1^3}{\sqrt{\text{Re}_L}}\right)^2
\]

Another expression for \(S/L\), obtained from (1), (5), and (9), is

\[
\frac{S}{L} = \frac{p_{0j}}{p_2} \frac{w^*}{L} \left(\frac{2}{\gamma+1}\right)^{1/(\gamma-1)} \frac{2\gamma}{\sqrt{\gamma^2-1}} \left[1 - \frac{p_b}{p_2} + A\left(\frac{p_2}{p_{0j}}\right)^{(\gamma-1)/\gamma} + B\left(\frac{p_2}{p_{0j}}\right)^{2(\gamma-1)/\gamma} + \ldots\right]
\]

By combining (14) and (15) there results

\[
\frac{p_2}{p_{0j}} = \frac{w^*}{L} \left(\frac{2}{\gamma+1}\right)^{1/(\gamma-1)} \frac{2\gamma}{\sqrt{\gamma^2-1}} \left[1 - \frac{2.60}{(p_2/p_1-1)^4} \frac{M_1^3}{\sqrt{\text{Re}_L}} \left(\frac{M_1^3}{\sqrt{\text{Re}_L}}\right)^2\right]
\]

\[
\left[1 - \frac{p_b}{p_2} + A\left(\frac{p_2}{p_{0j}}\right)^{(\gamma-1)/\gamma} + B\left(\frac{p_2}{p_{0j}}\right)^{2(\gamma-1)/\gamma} + \ldots\right]
\]

\[
(16)
\]
The infinite series in the above equation is a weak function of $p_2/p_{0j}$. Consequently, the equation can be easily solved by iteration. For a given value of $p_2/p_1$ a trial value of $p_2/p_{0j}$ is chosen. The equation is then used to compute a more accurate $p_2/p_{0j}$. (The value of $\delta$ to be used in this equation is obtained from $p_2/p_1$ by means of the oblique shock relations.)

The flow intersection angle $\beta$ must be known in order to use Eq. (16). This angle can be estimated from base pressure data, since the flow near the flow intersection point is basically similar to that behind a blunt base.

At the flow intersection point two superonic streams (the main flow and the jet) come together and both undergo compressive turns. Both streams are bounded by shear layers, the low-speed portions of which are unable to negotiate the adverse pressure gradient at the flow intersection point. These low-speed layers are therefore turned back into the separated flow region. The flow intersection angle $\beta$ adjusts itself so that this reversed mass flow is equal to the mass flow entrained by the two shear layers.

This flow mechanism is very similar to that behind a blunt-based body. It therefore seems appropriate to use, for the jet flap, flow intersection angles calculated from base pressure data.

For boundary layers which are laminar at separation, the base pressure data of Van Hise (Ref. 6) at Mach numbers between 2 and 3 indicate flow intersection angles varying from $12^\circ$ to $45^\circ$, depending on the location of the transition point with respect to the separation point. The calculations to be presented later are therefore simply made for several arbitrary values of $\beta$. 
Turbulent Boundary Layer.—Separation of a turbulent boundary layer is only slightly dependent on Reynolds number. According to the analysis of Chapman, Kuehn, and Larson (Ref. 7), the plateau pressure rise (or first peak pressure rise) should be proportional to the square root of the local skin friction coefficient, which in turn is proportional to the inverse fifth root of Reynolds number, for an incompressible $1/7$-power velocity profile. This variation with Reynolds number agrees with some of their data, although in several cases there appears to be no Reynolds number effect, as was also found by Love (Ref. 8).

The Mach number dependence of the plateau pressure rise has been investigated experimentally by Love (Ref. 8) and by Sterrett and Emery (Ref. 9). Their data, together with that of Chapman, Kuehn, and Larson, can be roughly approximate by

$$\frac{P_2}{P_1} = 1 + 2.6 \frac{\sqrt{M_1^2 - 1}}{(Re)^{1/10}} \quad (17)$$

as shown in Fig. 2. Combining (17) with (15) yields

$$\frac{P_2}{P_{0j}} = \frac{w^* L}{L} \left( \frac{2}{\gamma+1} \right)^{1/(\gamma-1)} \frac{2\gamma}{\sqrt{\gamma^2 - 1}} \left( \frac{\cos \beta}{\sin \delta} - 1 \right) \left( 1 - \frac{14,100 (M_1^2 - 1)^3}{(P_2/P_1 - 1)^{10 Re_L}} \right) \left[ 1 - \frac{P_b}{P_2} + A \left( \frac{P_2}{P_{0j}} \right)^{1/\gamma} + B \left( \frac{P_2}{P_{0j}} \right)^{2(\gamma-1)/\gamma} + \ldots \right] \quad (18)$$

The flow intersection angle $\beta$ for turbulent boundary layers can be estimated from the base pressure data of Gadd, Holder, and Regan (Ref. 10). The flow intersection angle calculated from their data reaches a maximum of $39.3^\circ$ at a Mach number $M_2$ of about 4.0, and remains greater than $35^\circ$ for Mach numbers between 2.75 and 6.0. The value of $38^\circ$ is therefore used in the following
calculations.

**Calculated Results.**—Numerical calculations have been made, utilizing the methods developed above, in order to show how the specific impulse ratio is affected by various parameters. Typical results are shown in Figs. 3-8. With a turbulent boundary layer the specific impulse ratio is seen (Figs. 3-7) to be relatively insensitive to the jet force-to-aerodynamic force ratio (as represented by the parameter $p_{0j} W^*/p_{1} L$). For laminar boundary layers a decrease in specific impulse ratio with increasing jet force ratio is usually indicated.

The choice of flow intersection angle for laminar separation has a fairly strong effect on specific impulse ratio, as shown in Fig. 3. For pure laminar separation a flow intersection angle in the neighborhood of 10° would be expected. On the other hand, if transition occurs soon after separation the flow intersection angle may approach 50°. It is believed that the 50° flow intersection angle is more representative of jet-flap interactions at moderate Reynolds numbers, since the unsteady nature of the jet would tend to promote early transition in the separated shear layer. Accordingly, all the remaining calculations for laminar separation assume a flow intersection angle of 50°.

The base pressure assumed in the calculations is shown in Fig. 4 to have only a small effect on the specific impulse ratio. Zero base pressure is therefore used in all the other calculations.

The effect of the jet slot width is presented in Fig. 5. Decreasing the slot width is shown to give higher specific impulse values, but the effect is rather small for slot widths of the order of 0.1% of the chord length or less.
The jet gas specific heat ratio also has only a relatively minor effect on jet flap interaction, as shown in Fig. 6.

Reynolds number effects are presented in Fig. 7. It is seen that changes in Reynolds number have little effect on jet flap interaction as long as the boundary layer is laminar at separation. For a turbulent boundary layer, however, large changes in Reynolds number can produce large specific impulse changes. In the limit of infinite Reynolds number the only difference between the results for laminar and for turbulent boundary layers is that due to the different flow intersection angles.

Most of the calculated results show a maximum value of specific impulse ratio at some value of jet force parameter. The variation of such maximum specific impulse values with Mach number is presented in Fig. 8. For both laminar and turbulent boundary layers a considerable increase of specific impulse ratio with Mach number is indicated.

The calculated lifting efficiency of a jet-flap wing is compared in Fig. 9 with the lifting efficiency calculated by the shock-expansion method for a flat-plate wing at angle of attack. The two lifting efficiency parameters used in this plot (lift-drag ratio for the flat plate at angle of attack and specific impulse ratio for the wing with jet flap) are directly comparable measures of the lift produced for a given fuel consumption rate chargeable to the lifting device, if the following assumptions are satisfied:

(1) The jet flap produces no change in drag.

(2) The specific impulse of the propulsion system under its operating conditions (thrust developed per unit fuel consumption rate) is equal to the
specific impulse of the jet flap nozzle discharging into a vacuum.

(3) The zero-lift drag of the flat plate wing is equal to that of the jet flap wing, and is excluded from the lift-drag ratio.

The lifting efficiency comparison of Fig. 9 indicates that at hypersonic speeds a jet-flap wing may be competitive in efficiency with a wing at angle of attack, if operation at large lift coefficients is required. Thus, a jet-flap wing might be used to advantage on a hypersonic vehicle requiring extreme maneuverability.
EXPERIMENT

**Equipment.**—The jet flap force tests were conducted in the University of Michigan 8 x 13 in. vacuum blowdown wind tunnel. The test Mach number was $M = 3.95$, the Reynolds number was approximately $13 \times 10^6$/in., and the tunnel stagnation pressure and temperature were atmospheric.

The model tested was a 60° delta flat plate (Fig. 10). This model had a tapered slot located very close to the base of the model. The leading edge of the slot was straight, while the trailing edge was formed by a flexible plate so constructed that the slot was triangular, with the maximum width of the slot located on the model center line. With the flexible plate construction, the maximum width of the slot could be varied without altering the basic shape or span of the slot.

The principal quantities measured during the tests were the normal force increment due to the jet, the line of action of this force increment, and the mass flow rate of the jet. The force increment and its line of action were obtained by turning the jet off during a wind tunnel run and observing the changes in bending moment on the cantilever beam supporting the model. The cantilever beam, which was tubular and supplied air to the jet, was instrumented with four strain gage bridges.

The strains induced in the beam by the normal forces on the model were amplified and recorded by a commercial oscillograph. The strain gage bridges were located on the beam in groups of two; two of the bridges were located in such a manner that they were always very close to the center of pressure on
the model, while the other two bridges were located approximately four inches downstream of the center of pressure.

The jet mass flow was measured with a standard ASME sharp-edged orifice meter. Other data obtained during the tests consisted of tunnel stagnation pressure and temperature, jet stagnation pressure, schlieren pictures, and china clay patterns of the boundary layer separation line.

Analyses were made of the force and mass flow measuring systems to determine the accuracy of the results obtained. The results of the analyses indicated that the mass flows measured were accurate within ± 1%, and that the forces were accurate within ± 3% for the smallest forces recorded. The accuracy of the force measuring system improved with increasing force so that the largest forces measured were accurate to within ± 2%.

Experimental Results.—The main results of the jet flap tests are presented in Fig. 11 as specific impulse ratios, i.e., the normal force increment due to the jet (including interaction effects) divided by the theoretical normal force of a jet of the same gas discharging into vacuum thru a geometrically similar nozzle at the same mass flow rate. On the same plot are shown theoretical curves calculated by the two-dimensional theory.

Some qualitative agreement between two-dimensional theory and the finite-span experiments can be seen in Fig. 11. Both theoretical and experimental results show that the interaction force is greater than the jet force in a vacuum, in the range of jet forces tested. Higher values of specific impulse ratio are obtained with laminar than with turbulent boundary layers, and the rate of decrease of this ratio with increasing jet force-to-aerodynamic force
ratio is greater for laminar than for turbulent boundary layers. The effect
of a threefold change in the width of the slot from which the jet issues is
small.

The values of specific impulse ratio shown in Fig. 11 for the jet flap
are within the range of values found in Ref. 11 for a jet issuing from a cir-
cular orifice in a flat plate. For the circular jet the rate of decrease of
specific impulse with increasing jet force (which rate was independent of
boundary layer condition) was greater than the rate of decrease for the jet
flap with turbulent boundary layer but less than for the jet flap with laminar
boundary layer.

The measured location of the line of action of the increment in normal
force due to the jet is plotted in Fig. 12. (In calculating these center of
pressure locations from the measured sting bending moments the effect of any
change in drag that may be caused by the jet was neglected.) The laminar data
show a progressive forward movement of the center of pressure with increasing
jet force ratio, in qualitative agreement with the forward movement of the
separation point predicted by theory. For the turbulent data there is only a
slight indication of such a trend.

Typical schlieren pictures are shown in Fig. 13. These pictures were
taken with an exposure time of about 1/50 sec, so that they show only the
average positions of the shock waves, which are probably fluctuating, as found
in other jet interaction investigations. A schlieren picture of the flow past
a triangular spoiler is also included. The spoiler had a 5-in. span and
tapered from a .090-in. height at mid span to zero height near each wing tip.
The forward movement of separation with increasing jet force ratio is evident in the schlieren pictures with laminar boundary layers (pictures (a) thru (d) of Fig. 13). The turbulent boundary layer pictures ((e) thru (g)) show much less movement of the separation point.
CONCLUSION

From the present theoretical and experimental investigation of wings with jet flaps in a Mach number 4.0 free stream it is concluded that:

1. Aerodynamic interaction ahead of a jet flap results in a total normal-force increment due to the jet which is approximately 2 to 4 times as large as the jet force in a vacuum, over a wide range of conditions. This force magnification due to interaction of a jet flap is similar in magnitude to that of a circular jet issuing from a flat plate.

2. The width of the slot producing the jet flap has little influence on the force magnification for a fixed value of the jet force-to-aerodynamic force parameter.

3. A wing with jet flap may be competitive in lifting efficiency with a plain wing at angle of attack, for large lift coefficients at hypersonic speeds.
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Fig. 1. Flow model for two-dimensional jet-flap interaction.
Fig. 2. Correlation of data on plateau pressure rise for turbulent separation.
Fig. 3. Calculated specific impulse magnification due to interaction ahead of a two-dimensional jet flap, for laminar and turbulent separation with various flow intersection angles. $M_1 = 4.0$, $Re_L = 500,000$, $w^*/L = .001$, $p_b/p_2 = 0$, sonic jet nozzle.
Fig. 4. Effect of base pressure assumption on calculated interaction of a two-dimensional jet flap.
Fig. 5. Effect of jet slot width on calculated interaction of a two-dimensional jet flap.
Fig. 6. Effect of jet gas specific heat ratio on calculated interaction of a two-dimensional jet flap.
Fig. 7. Effect of Reynolds number on calculated interaction of a two-dimensional jet flap.
Fig. 8. Variation of maximum value of specific impulse ratio with Mach number. $Re_L = 500,000$, $w^*/L = .001$, $p_b/p_2 = 0$, sonic jet.
Fig. 9. Lifting efficiency of a two-dimensional jet-flap wing and of a two-dimensional flat-plate wing at angle of attack. Skin friction neglected. $M_1 = 6.0$. 
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Fig. 10. Tapered jet-flap model.
Fig. 11. Specific impulse magnification due to interaction of tapered jet flap on 60° delta wing.
Fig. 12. Distance ahead of slot of line of action of increment in normal force due to tapered jet flap.
Fig. 13. Typical schlieren pictures of tapered jet-flap interaction.